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Quantum hannel for light based on integrals of motion

V.N. Gorbahev, A.I. Trubilko
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AeroSpae University, St.-Petersburg 190000, Bolshaia Morskaia 67, Russia

A method based on integrals of motion for olletive proesses has been introdued to ahieve

physial shemes in whih one of the systems is insensitive to interation. Deoherene-free quantum

hannels that allow sending any state of light, partiulary the Fok states, through an absorbing

medium are onsidered as an example.

PACS numbers: 03.67.-a; 03.65.Bz; 32.80.Qk

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrals of motion may result in onserving several

properties of the interating systems, that are interest-

ing for appliations.

In the quantum informational proessing the problem of

integrity of the state of the physial system is signifiant

thanks to deoherene, whih destroys the state beause

of the irreversible interation with environment. One of

solutions of the problem is to refer to deoherene-free

subspases onsisting of states whih have immunity to

interation and store their integrity. First deoherene-

free subspaes have been introdued by Zanardi [1℄ by

onsidering interation between N two-level atoms and

the multimode eletromagneti field. For this problem

the subspae of atomi wave funtions that are annihi-

lated by interation Hamiltonian has been found. For N

= 2, the subspae inludes only one wave funtion Ψ−
,

whih is one of the Bell states, antisymmetri with re-

spet to the permutations of partiles. As it was shown

by Basharov [2℄ this state has immunity to deay in

the olletive thermostat. Some interesting examples of

deoherene-free states for the spin-spin and spin-boson

interations have been onsidered by many authors (see,

for example [3, 4℄). Weinfurter et al have demonstrated

experimentally a sheme of deoherene-free ommuni-

ation based on the four-photon polarized states of light

[5℄.

To ahieve deoherene-free spaes integrals of motion

an be used. In the various proesses of interations be-

tween light and resonant and transparent media integrals

of motions may result in onserving quantum orrelations

between modes [6, 7℄, that is a basis, for example, of am-

plifiation of EPR pair of ontinuous variables [8℄.

The main aim of our work is to study deoherene-free

ommuniation using integrals of motions. We show, that

existene of integral of motions an establish suh type

of interation between two systems that one of these sys-

tems does not hange. Then we find a deoherene-free

spae inluding all states of the system in ontrast to

deoherene-free-subspae. For example we onsider the

set of shemes involving two modes of light and absorbing

atoms. When there is only one of the modes it is absorbed

by atoms when propagating through the medium. How-

ever despite of absorbtion it an be reprodued at the

output if the seond mode and some additional optial

elements are introdued in the shemes. These shemes

an be onsidered as a deoherene free annel for send-

ing any quantum state of light. We fous on a partiular

problem of sending light in the Fok state through the ab-

sorbing medium. For this ase the deoherene-free han-

nel an be ahieved with the help of two non-absorbing

beamsplitters and a mode in the oherene state. We on-

sider the Fok states of light, partiulary a single-photon

state as they are interesting for many problems. Indeed

in quantum omputation many operations an be im-

plemented by linear optis elements if the single-photon

states are used. In the KLM model [9℄ based on linear

optis logial variables 0 and 1 are enoded by the two-

mode Fok states |01〉, |10〉. These are non-lassial states
of light and they have quantum orrelations whih have

to be proteted against to deoherene for suessful om-

putations.

The paper is organized as follows. First we onsider a

general onditions of existene of integral of motions and

methods to ahieve the shemes inluding two modes,

one of whih is insensitive to interation. Then we disuss

the optial shemes for sending light through absorbing

medium presented by two-level atoms. As an example a

problem of sending the Fok state of light is onsidered.

The task an be aomplished when the Fok state is

mixed with a mode in oherent state. Suh state obtained

after mixing has been demonstrated experimentally by

Lvovsky [10℄, its properties is disussed in Appendix.

II. INTEGRAL OF MOTION

Let HAB be the Hamiltonian of two interating system

A and B and Z = Z(A,B) be an observable, whih an

depend on the variables of both systems. The evolution

of operator Z is given by

Z ′ = T †
ABZTAB, (1)

where TAB = exp(−i~−1HABt) and we assume for sim-

pliity that the Hamiltonian HAB is time independent.

If

[TAB;Z] = 0, (2)

then Z is an integral of motion. Condition (2) an be

ahieved in various ases. Let the evolution operator be
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independent from the variables of one of the systems, say,

B:

TAB = TA ⊗ 1B. (3)

Then it is lear that any observable Z(B) is integral of
motion.

A nontrivial solution of Eq. (3) an be found by means

of unitary transformations. Let U(A,B) be a unitary op-
erator depending on the variables of A and B. Then

U †(A,B)(S(A) ⊗ 1B)U(A,B) = S(A,B) (4)

for any operator S(A) and one finds Eq. (3)

TAB = U(A,B)S(A,B)U †(A,B) = S(A)⊗ 1B. (5)

In aordane with (3) the evolution of the density matrix

of two systems has the form

ρ′AB = TAB(ρA ⊗ ρB)T
†
AB = ρ′A ⊗ ρB. (6)

Eq. (6) tells that the system B desribed by the densi-

ty matrix ρB is unhanged during interation if there is

integral of motion. Note that this result is valid for any

state of B. In ontrast to our ase Zanardi et al used

another method and found a finite set of states {ΨB}
whih are annihilated by the Hamiltinian of interation:

HABΨB = 0.
Let the unitary operators RA è NB depend on the vari-

ables of A and B respetively. Then a simple transfor-

mation of Eq. (3) aries

(RA ⊗NB)
†TAB(RA ⊗NB) = T ′

A ⊗ 1B, (7)

whih holds the above properties. The obtained Eq. (7)

provides onsideration of various physial shemes.

Eq. (5) has a simple interpretation if the op-

erator S(A,B) is unitary and hene an be as-

soiated with an Hamiltonian of interation VAB:

S(A,B) = exp(−iVABt). In this ase the next prop-

erty aries. The existene of integral of motion al-

lows to hoose a form of interation and to on-

strut a sheme inluding three sequential transfor-

mations U(A,B)S(A,B)U †(A,B), whih keep the sys-

tem B unhanged. Then using this sheme and uni-

tary transformation (7) as initial resoure one an

onstrut a set of unitary equivalent shemes of the

forme U ′(A,B)S′(A,B)U ′†(A,B), where X ′ = (RA ⊗
NB)

†X(RA⊗NB) and X = U(A,B), S(A,B), whih a-

omplish the same task.

As an example onsider the Bogolubov transformation of

two boson operators a and b: U †aU = ca + sb, U †bU =
−sa+cb, where c2+s2 = 1. Then S(ca+sb) = U †S(a)U,
where S is a unitary operator, that an desribe the

physial interation between two modes that is repre-

sented by the olletive operator ca+ sb. It is lear that
Tab = US(ca + sb)U † = S(a) ⊗ 1b. Then we use (7).

Let RA be the phase shift operator: Ra : a → a exp(iµ),
where µ is a real number and NB = 1, then Tab → T ′

ab =
U ′S′(ca exp(iµ)+sb)U ′† = S(a)⊗1b, where U

′ = R†
aURa.

The general properties presented above an be realized

for partiular physial proesses.

III. OPTICAL SCHEMES

We onsider two optial shemes with interation be-

tween two el. modes a and b and two-level absorbing

atoms. In both shemes frequeny of the mode b is res-

onane to the frequeny of atomi transition hene this

mode may be absorbed. However the mode b beomes in-

sensitive to absorbtion if there is a seond mode a. We

onsider two types of interations: 1/ single photon ab-

sorbtion, 2/ two-photon and Raman type interations.

1/ Let Hamiltonian of atoms and field has the form

H = HP +HF + V, (8)

where HP and HF = ~ωaa
†a+ ~ωbb

†b are Hamiltonians

of free atoms and field, whih desribs by its operators of

reation and annihilation of photons of the modes a†, a
and b†, b, with frequenies ωa, ωb. In dipole and rotat-

ing wave approximations operator of interation between

atoms and field takes the form

V = i~[S10(ga+ fb)− S01(ga+ fb)†], (9)

where Sxy =
∑

m sxy(m), sxy(m) = |x〉m〈y| is a single-

atom operator, x, y = 0, 1, |0〉m, |1〉m are lower and upper

level of atom, g, f are oupling onstants whih are as-

sume to be real.

Introdue new variables

r = (ga+ fb)G−1, τ = (fa− gb)G−1, (10)

where G =
√

g2 + f2
. Then the Hamiltonian of intera-

tion (9) depends only on r: V = i~G[S10r − S01r
†], and

equation of motion for τ has the form

∂

∂t
τ = i~−1[H, τ ] = −i(fωaa− gωbb)/G. (11)

It follows, that for the equal frequenies ωa = ωb = ω
the linear ombination of operators τ = (fa− gb)G−1

is

integral of motion beause of its evolution redies to the

multipliation by a phase fator exp(−iωt).
Next points may be made about it. First, the found inte-

gral remains unhanged when atomi relaxation is taken

into aount by inluding, for example, in the Hamilto-

nian (8) an interation between atoms and thermostat.

Seond, any funtion ϕ(τ, τ†) is also integral of motion.

The presented model an desribe the propagation of

waves with idential frequenies resonant to the atom-

i transition. Fot this ase, two waves an be distin-

guished by its polarization or diretion of its propaga-

tion and simultaneously interat with the same atomi

transition. These requirements are satisfied for, e.g., a

broadband absorber that is insensitive to the light po-

larization. Further, we will onsider absorption for defi-

niteness. The unitary transformation U given by Eq. (10)

selets the linear ombination of the modes that does not

interat with atoms. The transformation U an be real-

ized by means of either a nonabsorbing beamsplitter or

a parametri down onvertor with the lassial pumping
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wave. Both physial systems are desribed by the effe-

tive Hamiltonian

υ = i~k(a†b− ab†), (12)

where the modes a and b have the same frequenies and

polarization for the ase of the beamsplitter and they an

have different frequenies and polarization in the ase of

the parametri down onvertor.

For definiteness we will onsider the beamsplitter, then

one finds U = exp(−i~−1υt). Now introdue atom-

i relaxation by adding to the Hamiltonian H the op-

erator of the interation between atoms and thermo-

stat VE and Hamiltonian of the free thermostat HE :

H → H + HE + VE . For simpliity, we onsider only

the resonane interation between the modes a, b and

atoms assuming that

ωa = ωb = ω0, (13)

where ω0 is the atomi transition frequeny. Under this

onditions we find

S(ga+ fb) =

T exp{−i~−1

∫ t

0

dt′[V (ga+ fb) + VE(t
′)]}

= U †T exp{−i~−1

∫ t

0

dt′[V (a) + VE(t
′)]}U

= U †S(a)U, (14)

where T is the time-order operator and we used the re-

lation U †aU = (ga+ fb)G−1
together with [U ;VE ] = 0.

Equation (5) immediately follows from this relation.

Equation (14) enables to onstrut an optial sheme

with two modes and atomi medium, where one of the

modes is insensitive to absorption. To this end, two

beamsplitters are plaed in front of the absorber and be-

hind it. The sheme operates as follows. Let the beam-

splitters have the same transmittane and refletane

given by oeffiients c and s, where c = f/G, s = g/G.
Let a′ and , b′ be the modes at the input of the absorbing

medium and a′′, b′′ be these modes at the output of the

absorber. Let the linear ombination τ = (fa′ − gb′)/G
be integral of motion, then τ = (fa′′ − gb′′)/G. If

modes a′′ è b′′ are mixed by the beamsplitter plaed be-

hind the absorber, then one finds the integral of motion

(ca′′ − sb′′)/G = bout at one of the outputs of the beam-

splitter, that is output of the sheme. It is onvenient

to onsider the transformation of input modes a′, b′ in
the inverse order. Let they be mixed at the beamsplitter

plaed in front of the absorber. In this ase one finds in-

tegral of motion (ca′−sb′)/G = bin at one of the outputs

of the bemsplitter. But this output is one of the inputs

of the sheme, then bin = τ = bout. This means, that

the mode b is reprodued at the end of the sheme being

insensitive to absorbtion.

2/ Now onsider a set of the unitary equivqlent shemes

obtained by the the transformation (7), where intera-

tions with lassial waves are introdued. Let in Eq. (7)

operator NB = 1, and RA is phase shift operator Ra of

the mode a: a → a exp(iǫΩt), where ǫ = ±1 and Ω > 0. If
ǫ = 0, then one finds the previous ase. All resoures of

the new shemes are obtained by the unitary transforma-

tion Ra of the initial resoures, but the transformation

leads to another physial proesses. In partiular, Hamil-

tonian of interation (9) takes the form

V ′ = i~[S10(gae
ǫiΩt + fb)− S01(ga

†e−ǫiΩt + fb†)]. (15)

If ǫ = ±1 the Hamiltonian desribes the nondegenerate

two photon absorbtion and Raman type interation be-

tween the mode a, a strong lassial wave at frequeny

Ω and atoms :

ωa +Ω = ωb = ω0,

ωa − Ω = ωb = ω0. (16)

From these relations new integral of motion τ ′ =
(fa exp(iǫΩ)t − gb)/G follows under the onditions that

ωa − ǫΩ = ωb, when Hamiltonian υ given by (12) is re-

plaed to

υ′ = i~k(a†b exp(−iǫΩt)− ab† exp(iǫΩt)). (17)

This effetive Hamiltonian desribes the three-photon

parametri proess of up frequeny onversion ωa− ǫΩ =
ωb with the lassial pumping wave at frequeny Ω. As
a result, to transmit the mode b through the absorbing

medium in the obtained sheme it needs to mix it with

the mode a in the parametri onvertor, then to guide

both modes to the absorber, and to separate the mode b
using the seond parametri onvertor.

IV. THE QUANTUM CHANNEL FOR THE

FOCK STATES OF LIGHT

As an example onsider a problem of sending a Fok

state through an absorber. Aording to Eqs. (5) and (9)

the task an be aomplished by the sheme that on-

sists of two beamsplitters. Assume the absorbing medi-

um is desribed by the operator S(ga + fb). We use

Eq. (6), where the operator of evolution has the form

TAB = US(ga + fb)U †
. We take the modes a and b in

the oherent state |α〉 and Fok state |n〉 respetively. Let
the modes a and b be mixed on the first beamsplitter and

ome to the absorber at whose output the seond beam-

splitter is plaed. Aording to Eq. (6), the Fok state

an be reprodued at one of the outputs of the sheme

and the oherent state, whih is however weakened, an

be found at the other output.

To desribe the light, we use the normally ordered har-

ateristi funtion CN , whih, in ontrast to the Glauber-

Sudarshan quasiprobability P , is a nonsingular funtion

for the Fok states. The funtion CN is defined as the

mean value of the displaement operator being the Fouri-

er transformation of the Glauber-Sudarshan quasiproba-
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bility P :

CN (β1, β2) = Sp{ρDN(β1)DN (β2)}

=

∫

d2α1d
2α2P (α1, α2)e

β1α
∗

1
+β2α

∗

2
−β∗

1
α1−β∗

2
α2 , (18)

where DN(βk) = exp(βkc
†
k) exp(−β∗

kck), k = 1, 2, c1 =
a, c2 = b, and ρ is the density matrix of the modes a and

b. If initially the modes a is in oherent state |α〉 and b
is in the Fok state |n〉 then the outgoing harateristi

funtion of light has the form

CN (β1, β2) = exp{(cβ1 − sβ2)α
∗ − (cβ1 − sβ2)

∗α}
n
∑

k=0

Cn
k

(−1)k

k!
|sβ1 + cβ2|2k, (19)

where c, s are transmittane and refletane of the beam-

splitters.

To desribe propagating light trough the absorbing medi-

um we will use the master equation for the field. This

equation an be ahieved with the help of adiabati illu-

mination proedure presented in [11℄ and the formalism

of the quantum transfer theory [12℄. For the simple ase

of the one dimensional problem in the Fokker-Plank ap-

proximation, the master equation has the form

(∂/∂t+ v∂/∂z)C(z, t) =

R
[

((c− sf/g)∂/∂h+ (s+ cf/g)∂/∂e)

(hc− hsf/g + se+ ecf/g) + c.c.
]

C(z, t), (20)

where R = g2N/γ is an absorbtion oeffiient, N - is

oupation of the lover level of atom, γ - is a transversal

deay rate and

h = cβ1 − sβ2

e = sβ1 + cβ2. (21)

To solve Eq. (20) it needs boundary onditions, whih

an be taken in the form (19), that orresponds to the

light at the output of the first beamsplitter.

Let sg = −cf . Then all derivatives over e vanish and the

solution has the form

CN (z) = exp[q(hα∗ − h∗α)]

n
∑

k=0

Cn
k

(−1)k

k!
|e|2k, (22)

where q = exp(−Mz), M = Rc2(1 + (f/g)2).
To ahieve the state of light at the output of the

absorber it needs hanging the variables β1, β2 in (22)

using (21). The unitary transformation of light by the

seond beamsplitter behind the absorber is desribed

by replaing variables given by (21). It has the form

β′
1 = cβ1 − sβ2, β

′
2 = sβ1 + cβ2, where the beamsplit-

ters are assume to be idential. As a result the outgoing

harateristi funtion reads CN (β′
1, β

′
2) = exp[q(β′

1α
∗ −

β′∗
1 α)]

∑n

k=0
Cn

k (−1)k|β′
2|2k/k!. It desribes two indepen-

dent modes in the oherent state |qα〉 and in the Fok

state |n〉 obtained by transformation

|α〉 ⊗ |n〉 → |αe−Mz〉 ⊗ |n〉. (23)

It tells, that the initial Fok state is reprodued at the

output of the sheme and the amplitude of the oherent

mode dereases.

We are grateful to A.M. Basharov and S.P. Kulik for dis-

ussions. This work is partially supported by the Delzell

Foundation in.

V. APPENDIX

We briefly disuss the properties of light obtained

when the oherent state, whih is usually assoiated with

the wave nature of light, and the Fok state, whih is as-

soiated with the orpusular nature of light, are mixed

by the beamsplitter. The harateristi funtion at the

output of the beamsplitter, given by Eq. (19), desribes

the pure state

Anα = (1/
√
n!)(sa+ cb)nA0α, (24)

A0α = |cα〉 ⊗ | − sα〉,

where α and n are the omplex amplitude of the oher-

ent mode and the number of photons of the Fok mode.

Thanks to the Fok state the nonlassial orrelation of

intensity of light aries and the sub-Poissonian statistis

of photons an be found. Next two features are true: 1/

eah of modes has sub-Poissonian statistis of photons

and the Mandel parameter of the mode a, for example,

reads ξa = s2n22c2(|α|2 − s2)/(c2|α|2 + s2n) ≥ −1; 2/

the joint photon oinidene ount rate is lower than

its value for a random flux 〈a†ab†b〉 − 〈a†a〉〈b†b〉 =
−c2s2n(2|α|2+1); 3/ the variane of the photon number

operator u = a†a+ǫb†b, where ǫ = ±1, an be lower than

the shot level 〈a†a+b†b〉 desribed the standart quantum
limit. It means the suppression of the shot noise when the

sum or differene of photourrents of two detetors are

measured.

Another lass of orrelations that are responsible for

squeezing and entanglement is desribed by the quadra-

ture operators of the modes, given by the operators of

the anonial position and momentum. These orrela-

tions are measured in heterodyne shemes and they are

phase sensitive. Beause of the Fok state, whih has not

phase in the sense of the phase-spae representation, the

state Anα is not squeezed.

Is the state Anα entangled? It follows from (24) that the

wave funtion is not fatorized and in aordane with

this property the state Anα is entangled. For n = 1 the

wave funtion A1α reads A1α = (1/
√
2)(|t0t1〉 − |t1, t0〉),

where tm = a†m|α/
√
2〉. It looks as EPR pair of disrete

variables. In the same time beause of the oherent state

we an try to analyze entaglement with respet to ontin-

uous variables, using the ririon of non-separability [13℄.
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Aording to this riterion for any separable state the

inequality

C = 〈(∆Q)2〉+ 〈(∆P )2〉 ≥ 2 (25)

is valid, where the varianes of the anonial operators of

total position Q = xa + xb and relative momentum P =
pa − pb are introdued and a = xa + ipa, b = xb + ipb. If
this inequality is invalid, the question of the separability

of the state is open. The reason is that this riterion is

neessary and suffiient only for Gaussian fields whih

the Wigner funtion has the Gaussian form. In our ase

the Wigner funtion of Anα is non-Gaussian, but it is

really doesn't matter, beause the inequality is valid:

C = 2(1 + n) ≥ 2. (26)

Thus the state Anα is separable or unentangled. We re-

main open the problem of the relations between the fa-

torizability of the wave funtion, entanglement and sepa-

rability. However, the presented example shows that the

state Anα has opposite properties with respet to disrete

and ontinuous variables. Nevertheless, the state an be

used, for example, as a quantum hannel for the stan-

dard protool of teleportation of disrete variables. To

prove this statement, it is suffiient to note that Anα is

unitary equivalent to a set of the Fok states whih is

a omplete basis represented a Bell-like state measure-

ment. Then new protool is ahieved by a simple loal

unitary transformation and a set of the reovering op-

erators an be found. However, the separability of Anα

means that the state is at least free of the property of an

EPR pair of ontinuous variables [14℄ for whih C = 0.
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